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A Solid Foundation - A Dynamic Future!

Chapter 1
Our Planning History
Welcome
Welcome to the Miami County, Kansas Comprehensive Plan - A Solid Foundation
- A Dynamic Future! There is little argument that planning for the future is in everyone’s best interest. But how do we plan for an area that has unique people, political issues, and desired quality of life? What should this plan entail? Who decides
what the plan should include? The answers to these questions and more are the
foundation for “Our Vision for the Future” comprehensive planning document.

Vision Statement
Our overriding vision for Miami County is to reasonably grow in
a way that compliments our rural culture and heritage and enhances our quality of life. Priorities include strategically planning infrastructure, protecting our unique natural resources, enhancing our agricultural way of life and attracting regional-based
businesses to balance the tax base. Recognition and enhancement
of these priorities are critical to our future success.

Purpose of the Comprehensive Plan
The Plan is intended to be a guide for the future development of unincorporated
Miami County. It will in some way affect all citizens of the County and therefore
should be as understandable and accessible as possible to the leaders and citizens
in Miami County. The Comprehensive Plan is the official policy guide for the
physical and economic development of the County. Three basic questions are typically asked when reviewing a comprehensive plan.

Why have a Comprehensive Plan?
The Miami County Comprehensive Plan provides guidance to the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners to make decisions concerning future
growth, and the facilities, services and improvements necessary to support that
growth. It also provides general expectations to residents and future residents
about how land can be developed in the County.
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What is the Comprehensive Plan?
The Comprehensive Plan is a policy guide that describes in text and graphics the
County's goals and objectives for directing future land development. The policies
in this plan are developed through a consensus of the Board of County Commissioners, which represents the citizens of Miami County. The plan has several
traits:
1. The plan is primarily a physical one as documented on the Future Land Use
Plan and describes in text the location and relationships between specific
land uses and densities of development.
2. The plan is long range, projecting the County's expected growth well into
the future. The plan map (Appendix 1) graphically displays development
of the County within a period of about twenty (20) years.
3. The plan is comprehensive, addressing such issues as population, housing
and economic trends which have and will continue to influence land development in the County.
4. The plan is a statement of County policies for directing land development
which are:
•
•
•
•

stated as land use goals and objectives.
implemented through adopted policy resolutions of the Planning
Commission and County Commissioners.
displayed graphically on the Future Land Use Plan.
stated in other supporting reports and documents.

5. The plan and its process are “living” and dynamic in their nature. As the
community changes and the priorities shift, the plan will need to be adjusted.

How is the Comprehensive Plan used?
The Plan is a source of information addressing land use and growth in the County.
The most significant role of the plan is to serve as a policy guide, identifying and
explaining the County's goals for directing future land development. The plan is
presented as an organizational framework for the planning process and thus offers
to landowners, citizens and decision makers a way to utilize information in formulating development decisions impacting the future of Miami County.
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Legal Authority to Plan
Miami County is authorized under Kansas Revised Statutes (K.S.A. 12-747), “to
make or cause to be made a comprehensive plan for the coordinated development
of the County, including references to planning for cities as deemed appropriate.”
This is not the first effort Miami County has made at planning for its future development. The County has over a decade of experience in comprehensive planning.

Background and History – Planning in Miami County
Miami County was organized in 1855. It has operated as a rural County and continues to function today largely as an agriculture-based County. Cities and villages
have developed over time to provide services to surrounding farms.
Because the County has been a rural County, supporting growth has remained well
within the capacity of County resources. However, during the 1970s a population
growth trend started reversing a 40-year decline or slow growth trend in population. Fortunately, a comprehensive plan was developed for Miami County by the
planning firm Bucher & Willis in 1967 to address the changing needs anticipating
this new growth trend line.
The rural character of the County started to change in the 1970s and 1980s with
additional rural residential growth. This occurred primarily in the northern areas
of the County around Bucyrus and Hillsdale. During that time, these areas grew 2
to 3 times faster than the County in general. Most of this growth was spilling over
from the north out of Johnson County due to a significant difference in land and
housing costs between Miami and Johnson Counties.

1990 Comprehensive Plan
The County began more regional planning efforts with the undertaking of a comprehensive plan in 1990. A major theme of the plan was an emphasis on the continuation of the planning process after it was initiated by County officials.
Because the plan was an initial step, its main attributes were information gathering,
mapping of existing information and setting out tasks and actions that County officials needed to take to support planning. The plan policies and goals discussed the
need to concentrate development in and around the cities. The rationale for this
concept was to utilize and build upon existing infrastructure (i.e. streets, roads,
sewers, water, etc.) located in the cities. Although not mentioned as such, this
concept could be, and is now viewed as, the County’s main growth management
tool.
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The 1990 plan did not distinguish between rural development and densities of residential development in rural areas. Except for areas in and surrounding the cities
of Osawatomie, Paola, Spring Hill and Louisburg, the unincorporated area of the
County was designated as rural residential. With the implementation of County
Zoning regulations in 1991, suburban residential development on 3-5 acre tracts
was not only encouraged, but was officially endorsed through these measures.
The 1990 plan created a dichotomy by first establishing policies to concentrate development in and around cities and second, by creating and suggesting that rural
and suburban residential growth can be located anywhere in the County.
Since 1990 County leaders have recognized that sporadic growth will likely create
development issues that will be difficult to solve. The County, cities, school districts, water districts, wastewater districts, fire protection districts and other jurisdictions that provide public services have faced substantial growing pains in terms
of providing services to new residents.

Recommendations from the 1990 plan that the County has implemented:
•

Adopted a Comprehensive Plan in 1990.

•

Adopted zoning and subdivision regulations. Zoning regulations were
adopted September 1991, Subdivision regulations adopted January 1992.

•

Adopted a zoning map.

•

Established a County department to handle zoning, subdivision and building permits.

•

Created a Board of Zoning Appeals in 1991.

•

Adopted a County Sanitary Code in October 1990, amended in September
1997 and April 2004.

•

Adopted floodplain management regulations in September 1995.

•

Began participation in the Federal Flood Insurance Program in November
1995.
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Planning Efforts 1991 through 1998
Planning during the 1990s continued to move forward subsequent to the 1990 Plan.
Probably the most progressive step taken during that time was to reinforce the
growth management concept of establishing Community Growth Areas around
four cities: Osawatomie, Paola, Spring Hill, and Louisburg. This concept was implemented through interlocal agreements between the cities and County. This concept encouraged growth and development at urban densities within described
growth areas.
Another major accomplishment has been the creation of a planning department and
hiring of a planning director and staff to manage and direct development activities
on a day-to-day basis.
In March 1995, the County adopted a Comprehensive Transportation Plan to identify and evaluate existing needs and to determine measures necessary to insure adequate future road and street transportation services.
In June 1995, the County adopted the Uniform Building Code that included related
codes such as the Plumbing, Mechanical, Electrical and Fire codes.
In 1996, the County engaged a planning consultant to assist in the update of the
Comprehensive Plan and provide guidance to County planning issues. Lane Kendig, Inc. prepared a plan and presented concepts for discussion to the Planning
Commission and County Commissioners. The updated Comprehensive Plan was
adopted by the Board of County Commissioners on November 25, 1996. This plan
included the following:
•

An outline of the problems associated with residential-only growth, the
pressure of infrastructure that it brings and the fact that these infrastructure
costs escalate beyond the ability of the existing tax structure to finance
solutions.

•

A defined growth management strategy to address the problem.

•

A recommended combined land use plan (location) and fiscal plan (capital
investment) to be the growth management strategy.

•

Direction that the growth management strategy be implemented with "performance zoning" standards to guide the community character.

•

The creation of several Agricultural Districts and a new Countryside zoning district. The areas designated as Countryside were recognized as those
areas where development has already occurred to an extent that the land is
too “chopped-up” into small parcels for efficient agriculture land uses. The
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Countryside district’s purpose was to permit a limited amount of residential
development in these areas.
•

Creation of a growth boundary for each city with 10-year, 20-year, and 50year growth areas.

It was recommended that the concepts suggested in the Plan utilize a different
“performance zoning” planning process in which to manage and regulate land use
development in Miami County.

1997 Comprehensive Plan
Desiring to maintain a more traditional approach to land use planning and zoning,
and build upon the 1990 Comprehensive Plan approach, the County hired the firm
Kane and Johnson Architects to reorganize and rewrite the adopted Comprehensive Plan developed by Lane Kendig, Inc. The basis of this revision was to reorient the plan towards land use regulations based on traditional zoning techniques,
not performance zoning methods. Specifically, the Plan focused on the following:
1. Emphasized traditional methods and approaches to comprehensive planning by focusing on land use.
•
•
•
•

Used Kendig information where possible.
Used the 1990 Comprehensive Plan as a resource.
Integrated other adopted plans and policies as required.
Incorporated County Planning Commission and County Commission directives of prior draft plan reviews.

2. Emphasized Economic Development.
3. Emphasized Plan Implementation.

Revised Zoning Regulations – March 1998
In order to implement the land use concepts specified in the newly adopted Comprehensive Plan, the firm of Logan Riley Carson & Kaup, L.C. was hired to revise
the zoning regulations for the unincorporated areas of Miami County. The revised
zoning regulations, adopted in March 1998, created four new zoning districts: Agricultural (Ag); Countryside (CS); Planned Residential (PRD); and Business Park
(BP). The revised code did away with the hierarchy of small lot single-family and
multi-family residential zoning districts created in 1991, and consolidated several
commercial districts.
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A major policy change in land use regulations in Miami County was implemented
with the adoption of these revised zoning regulations by raising the minimum lot
size requirement from 3 acres to 20 acres for future subdivisions. The minimum
road frontage requirement was also increased from 250 feet to 600 feet.
Under the 1990 Land Use Plan, the majority of Miami County was zoned Rural
Residential (R-1). Under the 1990 planning scheme, numerous 3-acre residential
lots were stripped off along County section line roads. Also, rural residential developments with 3-acre lots were developed in parts of the County where infrastructure was not in place to support this density of development. A number of
areas were divided for rural residential development where rural water was not
available and where existing County section line roads were not paved, nor did the
roads meet County standards for gravel roads.
Under the revised 1998 Zoning Regulations, the majority of properties outside the
designated Community Growth Areas were zoned either Agricultural (Ag) or
Countryside (CS). The Countryside district was created to reduce the number of
nonconforming properties, both undeveloped and developed, that would otherwise
result from zoning the entire County Agricultural. The sections of land in the
County that contained more than sixteen (16) parcels were zoned Countryside.
The Countryside zoning district differed from what was proposed in the Kendig
plan for Countryside districts. In both the Agricultural and Countryside districts,
the minimum lot size for new divisions of property was 20 acres.
The revised zoning regulations created a new Planned Residential Zoning District
(PRD). This zoning district was created to allow for low-density residential development to occur outside the Community Growth Areas in areas where infrastructure requirements could be satisfied.

1999 Comprehensive Plan Changes
Changes in the Comprehensive Plan were again considered in 1999 to allow for the
implementation of land use regulations that would limit residential development by
density parameters, not just minimum lot size. The 20-acre minimum lot requirement implemented in March of 1998 did slow the rate of land divisions for residential development in the County, but it was not effectively preserving lands for
agricultural uses.
The 20-acre lot requirement also was having a dramatic impact on the family farms
in the County. Individual property owners wishing to divide off property for a
family member to live on a farmstead were required to divide off 20 acres. Family
estates wishing to sell an old farmhouse but retain the family farm had to sell 20
acres and the farmhouse.
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The 1999 version of the Miami County Comprehensive Land Use Plan established
the basis for preserving the rural and agricultural character of Miami County outside the designated Community Growth Areas. This was accomplished by limiting
residential development to small, clustered lots at a 20-acre density in the Countryside district and small, clustered lots at a 40-acre density in the Agricultural district.
The 1999 plan set out a systematic approach to evaluate and approve new residential development based upon a property’s location relative to infrastructure improvements and the pattern of land division being proposed. A point system was
proposed to determine the density of development allowed for properties that could
not be further divided in the Countryside or Agricultural zoning districts.
The 1999 plan also identified communities in Miami County that are served by
public sewer systems but were not defined within a Community Growth Area.
Hillsdale and Bucyrus were identified as villages that should allow additional, but
limited small lot development. Additionally, the importance of Hillsdale Lake, its
watershed, the lake as a public water source, and the mission of the Hillsdale Water Quality Project were also highlighted in the updated plan.

2004 Comprehensive Plan Changes
The changes made with this 2004 plan can be summarized as follows:
•

Creating “Village Expansion Areas” around the villages of Hillsdale,
Bucyrus and Wagstaff due to their proximity to major highways and the existence of and opportunity for sewer and/or other infrastructure expansions
in the future.

•

Strengthening the growth management concepts related to encouraging
higher-density growth to locate in the cities and their Community Growth
Areas.

•

Creating policies and criteria to be used when cities request an expansion
of their Community Growth Areas.

•

Developing the concepts of a future County park system based on linear
trails that link cities and other recreation areas.

•

Laying the groundwork for studying the area along K-68 Highway between
Paola and Louisburg as a development corridor.

•

Recognizing the intersection of 69 Highway and 311th Street as an "Area of
Regional Significance" based on its location and the existence of commercial zoning at this location.
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•

Establishing criteria for preserving open space in certain types of development projects.

•

Creating an "Agenda for Action" to implement the plan.

The Planning Process
The 2004 plan has been developed over a period of about 18 months through a
comprehensive public participation program. This plan is a product of that program, which included input from county and city elected officials, school administrators, vested interest groups, and residents of Miami County. The program is on
file with the Planning Department and provides insight into how the goals and objectives of this plan were determined.
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A Solid Foundation - A Dynamic Future!

Chapter 2
Factors Affecting Development
Regional Picture
Miami County is adjacent to Johnson, Douglas, Franklin and Linn Counties in
Kansas and Cass and Bates Counties in Missouri.

Miami County is connected to surrounding counties by roads, highways, and railroads. Railroads and major highways slice through northeast Kansas, including
Miami County, leading to Kansas City, Missouri. These transportation corridors
provide convenient access to the County and have influenced growth in Miami
County. Two major north-south highways, 169 Highway and 69 Highway, have
been improved to four lanes and could have significant impacts on the pace and
location of future development in the County. Interstate 35 and Kansas Highway
68 also are important to the future development and prosperity of the County.
Miami County is at a significant point in its development. Situated immediately
south of Johnson County and east of Douglas and Franklin Counties, Miami County is within comfortable commuting range of the metropolitan Kansas City area
and contains large amounts of developable land. Thus, the County is on the
threshold of an era of intensive growth pressure. As part of the greater Kansas
City regional community, Miami County has a responsibility to both the citizens of
this area and County residents to plan appropriately for addressing this growth
pressure.
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Demographics
The table below provides a snapshot of some notable data regarding the makeup of
Miami County and its citizens.
Total population (2010):
Total unincorporated population (2010):
Total city population (2010):
City of Spring Hill population (portion in County –2010):
City of Louisburg population (2010 census):
City of Paola population (2010 census):
City of Osawatomie population (2010 census):
City of Fontana population (2010 census):
Median Household Income (2010 ACS):
Home ownership rate (2010 ACS):
Average household size (2010 ACS):
Average family size (2010 ACS):
Number of farms (2007 USDA):
Number of acres in farms (2007 USDA):
Average size of farm (2007 USDA):
Median Age (2010 ACS):

32,787
15,862
16,925
2,337
4,315
5,602
4,447
224
$59,676
78.4
2.64
3.07
1,538
307,083
200 Ac.
39.5

Physical Features
•

Land Area: 577 square miles

•

Cities: Five incorporated cities reside in
the County – Spring Hill, Paola, Louisburg, Osawatomie and Fontana. The
population of all of these cities combined
is roughly equal to the population of the
unincorporated areas of the County.

Cities

County

•

Rivers: The Marais des Cygnes River is the largest river in the County.
Several creeks and tributaries run to the Marais des Cygnes and account
for many miles of floodplain.

•

Major Highways: Four major highways traverse the County – I-35, K68, 169 Highway and 69 Highway. Except for K-68, which is an eastwest highway, all the major highways provide quick and convenient access to the Kansas City metro area.
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•

Hillsdale Lake: Hillsdale Lake is a large water reservoir completed in
1982 by the United States Corps of
Engineers to create a water storage
facility to serve the potable water
needs of the majority of Miami
County’s population.
It serves
multiple
purposes,
including
providing flood control and providing numerous recreational activities
for County as well as metropolitan
area residents. The lake supplies
water to more than 30,000 local residents and businesses within Miami
and Johnson Counties through cities' water treatment and rural water
district services in Miami and Johnson Counties.

•

Infrastructure: Infrastructure, such as roads, sewer and water is limited
in the County. There are approximately 900 miles of gravel roads in
the County and approximately 250 miles of paved roads. There are only four small public sewer districts operating in the unincorporated areas. All of the remaining properties use onsite wastewater systems.
Limited infrastructure hinders high-density residential and industrial
development in the County as a whole, but especially in those areas
outside of a city where adequate infrastructure may not exist or be
planned.

Factors Affecting Development
The potential for an increased pace of development in Miami County, especially in
the cities, should be recognized and should be managed in accordance with the
plan, policies, and regulations of Miami County. Today large undeveloped land
areas are rising in value, particularly in the areas north of K-68 Highway. This is
testimony that land development is occurring, even if it is developing at low densities, in the unincorporated areas of the County. Natural amenities, such as rolling
terrain, creeks, and woodlands, together with access and the availability of large
undivided tracts have aided in the creation of new development opportunities.
However, these opportunities are reduced when considering the lack of adequate
roads and sewers in those areas outside of the cities.
Factors which need to be considered as future land development occurs include:
•

adequate sanitary sewer facilities;

•

adequate site access with roads and/or streets serving the general public and
the specific development;
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•

water for domestic and business needs together with fire protection needs;

•

impacts on Hillsdale Lake and its watershed;

•

open spaces and agricultural lands;

•

villages served by a public sewer system;

•

suitable land that is available for development;

•

the desire of the cities to attract development to pay for their own infrastructure.

Sanitary Sewer Facilities
Over the years, Miami County has permitted development to occur without central
wastewater collection and treatment systems. Thus, most commercial and residential uses rely on individual onsite wastewater systems to treat sewage. As
wastewater system failures became more numerous, the County adopted a revised
Sanitary Code in 1997 and 2004 to address these problems.
The County operates three central wastewater treatment systems (public sewer districts) – one in Bucyrus, one for the Walnut Creek subdivision located at the intersection of Ridgeview Road and 255th Street and one for the Club Estates subdivision located south of the City of Louisburg. Hillsdale is also served by public sewers but is operated and managed by the Hillsdale Sewer Improvement District.
Sanitary sewer facilities are also owned and operated by the cities of Paola, Spring
Hill, Osawatomie, Louisburg and Fontana. These entities are considered
wastewater treatment management agencies per State regulations. As such they
are able to expand their sewer district boundaries and sewer capacities with approval by the Kansas Department of Health and Environment in order to serve
growing populations and/or commercial and industrial development.
While there may be opportunity to coordinate with cities or other agencies in the
future regarding providing public sewers on a regional basis, the County does not
desire to manage and operate any additional public sewer districts and facilities at
this time. Thus future development in the County will depend upon individual onsite wastewater systems.
The availability of new technology and monitoring techniques makes the small
treatment plant a viable and ecologically responsible alternative for commercial
and industrial developments that are not served by public sewers. Developers
should pursue these techniques in appropriate areas and use them if financially feasible until central sewers become available.
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Roads and Streets
Adequate site access is critical to future development in the County. Historically,
residential development has located adjacent to existing County roads and, in some
cases, these roads were sub-standard in design for projected average daily traffic.
County officials recognize that additional vehicle traffic increases the demand for
better roads and streets, which then increases maintenance costs. The difficulty is
how to deal with the pressures for better roads.
The 1995 Comprehensive Transportation Plan indicates that the County needs to
dramatically increase budgets for maintenance and repair of existing public roads
and bridges. This includes improving roads, streets, and bridges in the areas immediately surrounding the cities, but does not consider the impact of new subdivisions not yet built.
If development is focused in the areas immediately surrounding the cities, there
should be close coordination and cooperative efforts between the developers, cities
and County in providing funding for the construction of roads and streets within
these areas.
Water
Water service in the unincorporated portion of Miami County is primarily provided
by rural water districts. There are nine districts with
Rural Water District #2 Miami County (RWD#2)
being the largest. These districts serve primarily
domestic use and some industrial use with small
lines, 1-1/2 to 4 inches in size. Since 2004, RWD#2
and several other districts have upgraded many rural
water lines to 6 inches or greater in size. Generally,
lines 6 inches or greater in size provide fire protection with hydrants. Even with upgrades, this water
service is not sufficient for fire protection in many
parts of the rural portions of the County.
The cost for fire protection in a new development in
the unincorporated area of the County should be the
responsibility of the user and not the County-atlarge. Hook-up fees and user fees for new development is part of the current policy of the Rural Water
Districts.
Hillsdale Lake
Completed in 1982, Hillsdale Lake was constructed, and is owned and operated by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. It was constructed to serve as a drinking water
reservoir, as well as a flood control device. Hillsdale Lake contributes to flood
protection on the Marais des Cygnes, Osage and Missouri rivers. The Hillsdale
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Reservoir is located in Miami County, Kansas. Its multipurpose pool contains
4,580 surface acres. As a flood control device, it is designed to contain up to 7,410
surface acres.

In 1991, 214,000 visitors enjoyed activities at Hillsdale Lake - and some 80
fishing tournaments were held there.
In 2002, the lake was the second most
visited attraction in the state of Kansas,
hosting more than 1.8 million visitors.
Hillsdale Lake’s drainage basin includes 144 square miles in Johnson,
Miami, Franklin and Douglas counties.
The watershed geographically spans
portions of the above-mentioned counties with 47 percent of it lying in Miami County; 46 percent in Johnson
County; 5 percent in Douglas County;
and 2 percent in Franklin County.
About 38 percent of the Hillsdale Watershed is in pasture or grasslands; 31
percent are cropland; forested land area includes 14 percent with urban or residential uses consuming about 11 percent of the watershed land area. Water in the form
of streams, ponds, and Hillsdale Lake equals about 6 percent. Feedlots are estimated at less than one percent of the watershed’s total land area. The table below
shows the changes from 1994 to 1999.

Hillsdale Watershed Land Uses
Percent in
1994*

Approximate
Acres

Percent in
1999**

Approximate
Acres

Grassland
Cropland
Feedlots
Urban /
Residential

49
35
<1

45,459
32,301
530

38
31
<1

35,068.07
28,151.56
530

>1

1,299

11

10,484.49

Woodland
Water

8
5

7,686
4,580

14
6

12,659.87
5,087.43

100%

91,855

100%

91,980.42

Land Use

Totals

*1994 Landsat Satellite Data

**1999 Hillsdale Water Quality Project GIS Data
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Non-point sources of pollution, typically found in surface water runoff, cause the
most impact on the reservoir’s water quality. As the runoff moves, it picks up and
carries away natural and human-made pollutants, finally depositing them into
lakes, rivers, wetlands, coastal waters, and even our underground sources of drinking water. These pollutants include: excess fertilizers, herbicides, and insecticides
from agricultural lands and residential areas; oil, grease, and toxic chemicals from
urban runoff and energy production; sediment from improperly managed construction sites, crop and forest lands, and eroding stream banks; salt from irrigation
practices and acid drainage from abandoned mines; bacteria and nutrients from
livestock, pet wastes, and faulty septic systems; atmospheric deposition and hydromodification are also sources of nonpoint source pollution. Difficult to pinpoint,
the nonpoint source pollutants come from a combination of chemicals, litter, pet
waste and soils from yards, gardens, roadways, streets, cropland, pasture and recreation areas.
In 1998, the Kansas Department of Health and Environment, under the United
States Environmental Protection Agency and the Clean Water Act began regulating Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs). The Hillsdale Watershed and the majority of Miami County are included as impaired waters on the EPA's 303d TMDL
listing. This regulatory authority requires certain non-point source pollutants be
decreased statewide. Water pollution degrades surface waters making them unsafe
for drinking, fishing, swimming, and other activities. As authorized by the 1972
Clean Water Act, the NPDES, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Permitting Program, controls water pollution by regulating point sources that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States. Point sources are discrete conveyances such as pipes or man-made ditches. Individual homes that are connected
to a municipal sewer system, use a septic system, or do not have a surface discharge do not need an NPDES permit; however, industrial, municipal, and other
facilities must obtain permits if their discharges go directly to surface waters.
Hillsdale Reservoir is falling victim to pollution from the watershed. Water quality is threatened by nutrients and pesticides from cropland, small feedlots, and
wastewater treatment discharges. Urban expansion in the watershed is also a major concern.
Hillsdale Lake is known to have an accelerated rate of eutrophication, or aging,
resulting from point source and non-point sources of pollutants, especially phosphorus. Hillsdale Lake's problem comes from human activities that increase the
amount of nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen) in the reservoir, which speed eutrophication. Cultural eutrophication can cause blue-green algae blooms, floating
plants, a shortage of dissolved oxygen necessary for survival of aquatic life, fish
kills, and undesirable tastes and odors in drinking water. The pesticides Atrazine
and Alachor have been detected in Hillsdale Lake. Because of these issues and the
expectation of growing dependency on the lake as a drinking water source, it is
important that land uses and land management practices within the watershed be
closely monitored and improvements and proactive efforts supported.
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Open Space
The Comprehensive Plan encourages open space to be set aside in the planning and
implementation of “clustered development” in the County. Additionally, preserving open space is a critical element in maintaining the rural and agricultural character of Miami County. Open space preservation may take the form of agricultural
fields, active and passive recreation areas, conservation easements, nature preserves, etc.

Residential Subdivision
Single Family Clustered Subdivision



160 Gross Acres



1 Lot per 10 acres = 16 Lots allowed



30% Open Space required



Floodplain and other environmental areas considered

Some open space may be temporary in nature and set aside for future urban or
higher-density development. Open space that is maintained for either recreational
or agricultural purposes at this time creates future opportunity for higher density
development as the cities bring sewers and other infrastructure to an area.
Permanent open space is also important and will help maintain the County’s
unique rural character as development occurs. Such open space also plays a part in
storm water management and preservation of wildlife habitat and travel corridors.
Permanent open spaces, in each new subdivision that provides such, should adjoin
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where possible to ultimately form an interconnected network of open space to preserve the natural attributes of Miami County.
The following criteria should be considered by the Planning Commission in determining the amount, quality, and location of permanent open space as part of land
subdivision in the County:
•

wetlands

•

ponds, lakes, creeks

•

land within the 100-year floodplain

•

slopes exceeding 25 percent

•

recreation and environmental resource areas

•

mature woodlands

•

wildlife habitat areas of sufficient size

Agricultural Open Space
The most effective and common lands set
aside for "open space" in Miami County are
agricultural fields. These include pastures,
sod and hay fields, row crops, and timberlands. There are nearly 3,000 parcels of land
in Miami County that are classified as being
in agricultural use without a residence as of
January 1, 2010. Many of these tracts of land
are 40 acres or greater in size. By allowing
small 2-acre to 5-acre clustered lots in the
Agricultural and Countryside zoning districts,
larger parcels of land can be set aside through
platting restrictions, and designated as agricultural tracts. In the future, when infrastructure is available, these tracts may provide an
opportunity for higher-density development
patterns.
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Villages
Smaller “village” communities are important to Miami County. There are several
areas in the County where small, unincorporated “villages” were platted and developed many years ago. These include the communities of New Lancaster, Beagle, Hillsdale, Bucyrus, Chiles, Wagstaff, Antioch, and Somerset. Most of these
small communities were developed adjacent to an active railway. Each has its own
unique character.
The small platted lots in many of these villages make it difficult to utilize and/or
expand individual septic systems. Most of these communities have or will experience failing septic systems. The Hillsdale Improvement District was established in
1979 to provide a centralized public wastewater treatment system to address this
issue in that community. Miami County received federal matching funds in 1999
when it was required by the state to implement a centralized public wastewater
treatment system in Bucyrus, where up to 90 percent of the existing septic systems
had failed.
Properties in and around these two areas of Miami County, where a public
wastewater system is in place, should be allowed to further develop in a manner
that enhances the character of each community. No development of new villages
is contemplated in the County at this time, and only infill type development of existing villages with low intensity uses is desired. Only those village areas served
by a public community sewage collection system and treatment facility should be
allowed to expand and further develop. Other village communities in Miami
County should be considered for possible implementation of a cost effective public
wastewater treatment system in the future.
Suitable Land
Physical and visual landforms should also be taken into consideration as part of the
development pattern. Natural features like ridges, valleys, streams, and tree
massing should be addressed in the design of any development. Development
should also be planned to minimize the number of new access points along County
section line roads.
The following preferred land division practices are recommended:
•

Except in instances where it may benefit multiple landowners, land divisions should not divide existing or proposed ponds, lakes and other water
bodies.

•

Land divisions should follow natural features like hedgerow trees, existing
fences, creeks, streams and drainage ways. Unless a land division is a true
fractional division, the boundary of lots should strive to follow natural and
existing manmade features.
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•

New divisions of land should be planned to minimize the number of new
access points along County section line roads. This is accomplished by
providing an internal local road system, and/or the use of joint access
easements at common property lines.

•

Land division that promotes clustered housing and preserving open spaces
are desirable in Miami County.

Development Suitability
A development suitability analysis should precede the location of any development. Commercial and residential uses may be located on sites that are acceptable
and, more importantly, suited to development. What is built upon the land is likely
to be a long-term condition, so great care must be taken to avoid conflicts and
problems.
The suitability of undeveloped land should be determined using the following factors:
•

Wetlands

• Bodies of Water

•

Flood plain

• Woodlands

•

Steep slopes

• Geology

•

Access and internal roads

• Open Spaces

•

Easements and rights-of-way

• Water and Sewer availability

•

Distance from paved roads
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A Solid Foundation - A Dynamic Future!

Chapter 3
Our Vision
It is the year 2025. What will the County look like? How will people live, work
and play in Miami County? What are the reasons people will want to live in Miami County? In short, what is the vision of what the County will be like in 2025?
One vision reflected by this Plan could happen as follows.
The year is 2025. Miami County residents enjoy a lower property
tax rate because the County’s efforts at economic development
have paid off by the creation of regional commercial and industrial centers that cater to the local residents and those of the Kansas City metropolitan area. Residents have more opportunity to
work and live in Miami County because of an expanded employment base.
Most residents live on paved roads, and those that do not have only to drive a short distance to find pavement. The landscape is serene because clustered housing has maintained ample open space
to enjoy. Farming, while not the economically significant vocation it once was, is still practiced throughout the County. Smaller,
more specialized farms have emerged as the County transitions to
a more suburban setting.
The unincorporated areas are developing, but at very low densities. The major cities in the County have expanded, but in an orderly way so as to not burden infrastructure beyond its means.
The villages of Hillsdale, Bucyrus and others have expanded in a
way that respects their character and history. The village centers
are being revitalized and the villages are thriving amidst the surrounding new development in the cities.
Commercial development is more rapid now since much of the development pressures have moved south from Johnson County.
However, development is sensitive to the aesthetics of the community and enhances the surrounding environment instead of visually polluting it.
The County is more closely linked than ever to its neighbors south
and north and the reality of it is that Johnson County development is pushing south into the County. But not to fear, the County has taken measures to insure that development is kept rural in
nature where appropriate. The housing stock is strong and property values remain high because new developments offer a unique
character with their open space design.
People enjoy daylong bike trips along the rivers from Hillsdale
Lake to John Brown Park since the County and cities developed
linear trails and parks. Hillsdale Lake is still one of the biggest
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tourist attractions in the state and the County has benefited by encouraging lake-oriented amenities along routes that take people to
the lake.
Young students have more opportunity than ever to gain a college
education. Fort Scott Community College is thriving in the County and the increased population supports the college and its diverse educational opportunities.
The cities are growing, but in a coordinated manner that has reduced conflict between the rural residents and the urban dwellers.
The cities have done their part to maintain that small-town feel
and their downtowns have kept their historic flavor. Winters are
bright and festive and summers are fun and lively as people come
together to celebrate the seasons.
In short, the County has begun the transition from a more rural
community to a more suburban one, but not at the cost of the rural character of the County. Responsible design of residential and
commercial projects has rewarded the residents with open spaces
to enjoy, along with the natural habitat that accompanies them.
This vision is one the County is trying to promote through the Comprehensive Plan and the land use and development policies, strategic capital improvement program and day-to-day decision making that occurs in Miami
County.
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A Solid Foundation - A Dynamic Future!

Chapter 4
Goals and Objectives
A series of goals and objectives has been developed to support the vision in the
previous chapter. The ideas expressed in this Comprehensive Plan take the form
of these goals and objectives. Goals are those ideas that one strives to attain as a
general rule. Objectives help one to reach the goal. The goals outlined in this plan
are attainable and the County will strive to reach them for decades to come. Before focusing on goals, it is necessary to review the County’s underlying growth
management philosophies.

Growth and Physical Development Principles
The growth element of the Future Land Use Plan can be summarized by the following statements.
•

Designate the majority of the County for low-density (10-20 acre) residential and agricultural uses.

•

Allow higher density development only in the Village Expansion Areas and
only if adequate infrastructure is provided.

•

Designate the unincorporated villages of Bucyrus, Hillsdale and Wagstaff
as Village Expansion Areas capable of urban and suburban densities if appropriate infrastructure is provided.

•

Encourage clustered development to preserve farmland and open space.

•

Establish objectives for the preservation of County floodplains as nonbuildable, protected waterways.

The underlying growth philosophy of the plan is to manage growth in the unincorporated areas by directing higher density development to the cities where infrastructure and services can be provided in a coordinated, timely manner. The reasons to support higher densities in the cities and lower densities in the unincorporated areas include the following:
•

The County is less equipped than a city to serve the cumulative effect of
higher density development.
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•

The cumulative effect of higher density development places premature
pressure on the County’s limited financial resources in terms of serving
those residents and the demands those residents make on the County.

•

Special circumstances aside, the County does not desire to operate and
manage additional public sewer districts.

•

The County supports the orderly growth of the cities in a timely manner as
infrastructure becomes available.

•

The County supports the cities’ desire to attract development to pay for urban level services.

•

Lower densities in the unincorporated areas, along with the preservation of
open space, help to maintain a quiet, rural atmosphere in the County, a
quality of life issue that the public indicates it overwhelmingly supports.

•

Lower densities in the unincorporated areas provide an avenue for future
high-density development as the cities’ roads, sewers and other infrastructure expand to meet the needs of these developments.

•

Maintaining a common low-density character in the unincorporated areas
reduces potential conflict between the rural and urban/suburban lifestyles.

Rural Residential and Agricultural
Approximately 80 percent of the total acreage of land in the County is appraised
for tax purposes as agricultural and a majority of the unincorporated area is zoned
for agricultural purposes 1. The County’s foundation has rested on the business of
agricultural production since its existence. Even so, the County’s economic and
land use make up is slowly changing to a more suburban, residential nature. The
goals and objectives of this plan support the rural and agricultural character and
assets of the County as the County slowly makes this transition. Rural density residential development in the unincorporated County is considered development
where the density is between one house per 10 acres and one house per 20 acres.
Development at this density is implemented through the standards of the Agricultural and Countryside zoning districts, which encourage clustered development to
preserve farmland. Clustered development is development that uses small lots that
are grouped together to preserve or conserve open space and/or farmland within a
development or subdivision.

1

It is important to note that a property’s classification for tax purposes and the uses allowed under
the property’s zoning classification can be and often are different. A property is taxed at its current
use, regardless of whether the use conforms to zoning regulations.
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Goals
1. Preserve large-scale farming and agriculture in Miami County to the
greatest extent possible.
Objectives


Use clustered development to preserve large parcels of agricultural land, wildlife habitat and the native rural character.



Provide the most natural use of land with respect to terrain and
the native environment’s features and characteristics.



Support and encourage the continuation of existing and future
farmsteads, existing and future agricultural operations, and farm
residences in the County.

2. Encourage farms and agricultural activities to remain a primary land use
throughout the County.
Objectives


Permit residential densities between 10 and 20 acres throughout
the unincorporated area, except in the Village Expansion Areas
where densities between 1 and 10 acres are encouraged.



Encourage agricultural uses on prime farmland, including in
floodplains where uses will not pose a hazard during flooding
conditions.

3. Support the Miami County Conservation District’s efforts to educate farmers and rural developers on water quality issues.
4. Support and encourage affordable housing for farmers and the general public.
Objectives


Maintain zoning standards that allow affordable site-built, manufactured or approved mobile homes to be used as primary residences in the rural areas.



Continue to work with property owners in seeking affordable
ways to manage onsite wastewater.

Residential
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Suburban density residential development is considered development where the
density is between 1 unit per 3 to 10 acres. The majority of residential development in the unincorporated areas will occur in the 10-20 acre rural density range
for the reasons expressed in this plan, including a lack of infrastructure throughout
the County, namely water, sewer and paved roads. Suburban density development
demands higher levels of infrastructure and services (e.g. emergency medical, police, recreation), and proximity to neighborhood commercial centers, civic activities, etc. These services and infrastructure are found to a limited degree in the villages of Hillsdale and Bucyrus and the area around Wagstaff.
Nationwide studies have resulted in a variety of conclusions related to development "paying for itself". It is generally believed that residential development most
likely does not “pay for itself” except at certain price points and service provision
levels. The common experience in Miami County is that residential development
in the unincorporated areas places a cost and timing burden on the County’s resources and the taxpayers. In the future, the County will need to strategically
match the appropriate level of services to the ability of a development to generate
the taxes and fees to pay for the services, or to provide services based on the desire
to achieve strategic goals in the future. The provision of services in the future can
not be based upon unrealistic expectation or the individual demand to have more
than the County has the capacity to provide. While the County has not undertaken
a cost/benefit analysis to determine whether residential development truly burdens
the County’s resources, the County’s own experience indicates that residential
growth and the service demand/expectation that accompanies that growth is difficult to meet with a limited resource base. This experience, and the desire to maintain a quiet, rural atmosphere outside of the cities, is the basis by which the following goals and objectives are prescribed.
Goals
1. Residential development should happen in an orderly, cost efficient way
that does not burden the existing County infrastructure or the County taxpayer.
Objectives


Permit residential densities (1 unit per 3-10 acres) only in those
areas designated as Village Expansion Areas and only when an
adequate level of infrastructure, including public sewers, is
available or provided to serve such density.



Recognize existing suburban residential development in unincorporated villages and continue to support this residential type
within the guidelines and restrictions established by the Zoning
Regulations.



Encourage future suburban and urban density residential development to locate within the cities where services and infrastructure expansion can be provided at the time of development.
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2. Residential development should enhance the County’s unique rural character and be responsible in its design relative to the natural environment.
Objectives


Use clustered development to create and maintain temporary
and permanent open space.



Require the preservation of at least 30 percent open space for
clustered development, but encourage additional open space
when sensitive lands are present.

Planned Developments of Suburban Densities
Planned Developments are those large-scale residential or mixed-use projects that
are developed with densities near or at 1 to 3 acres and utilize the Planned Development zoning district standards. Such developments require a greater degree of
infrastructure (roads, sewer and water) and should include more urban type amenities, such as close proximity to fire and ambulance services, neighborhood commercial centers, schools, recreational opportunities and civic buildings to support
the larger scale residential development.
As previously noted, this type of development may burden the County’s infrastructure and service system as well as detract from the quiet, rural atmosphere, if not
appropriately planned. Developments of this nature are favorable in the Village
Expansion Areas.

Goal
Allow Planned Developments when they prove to be an economic and community
benefit.
Objectives


Development should be limited to the Hillsdale, Bucyrus or
Wagstaff Village Expansion Areas.



Encourage a mix of commercial, civic and residential uses to
expand and benefit the existing communities.



Require that all road and utility infrastructure be provided by
the developer.



Development should be clustered to preserve/conserve open
space and/or farmland.
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Village Expansion Areas
As mentioned elsewhere in this plan, the County does not desire, at this time, to
expand its role as a provider of sewers, except for possible expansions of those existing sewer districts located in the unincorporated County. New sewer districts
are better suited to the cities as orderly development occurs. With that said, the
County is establishing certain areas where higher density growth (density greater
than 1 unit per 1 acre) is encouraged based on existing sewer availability. These
areas, known as Village Expansion Areas, include the villages of Hillsdale,
Bucyrus and an area associated with Wagstaff and the Walnut Creek subdivision.
The reasons for establishing such areas include the following:
1. The capacity for additional sewer hook-ups exists in Bucyrus and the system serving the Walnut Creek subdivision.
2. There is potential for increased capacity in the Hillsdale sewer system if
improvements are made.
3. An urban/suburban density development pattern has been established in
these communities.
4. These communities are located in close proximity to highways and exist
near or on paved roads.
5. Because of existing infrastructure and a favorable location, there is opportunity for commercial and mixed-use development as these communities
expand.
6. There is a need to maximize the use of the public capital investment already made in the infrastructure facilities in these areas.

The Hillsdale Sewer District is currently limited in its ability to expand and serve
future residential development. However, there may be opportunity to expand this
district with the efforts of the existing district or if the County is ever asked to
manage it. Any development within this Village Expansion Area will take substantial investment by the development community.
Bucyrus is riper for development at this time. Capacity exists in the sewer system
and existing development lends itself to high-density development or institutional
uses that require sewers.
The village of Wagstaff is not served by sewers at this time but is in close proximity to the Walnut Creek subdivision, which is served by sewers. The properties surrounding Walnut Creek, including the town of Wagstaff, could be served by sewers with improvements to the existing system.
Goal
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Develop the Village Expansion Areas in an orderly manner that compliments the
surrounding rural development.
Objectives


Permit residential densities greater than 1 unit per 1 acre if sewers
are provided.



Encourage a mix of commercial, residential and civic uses.



Encourage clustered development to preserve/conserve open space
and/or farmland.



Require that all road and utility infrastructure be provided by the developer.

Commercial – Neighborhood and Regional (Areas of Regional Significance)
Neighborhood
Neighborhood commercial uses include those retail and service oriented uses that
serve the local residents. Such uses are typically on sites that range from one to
five acres but can be part of a larger commercial center. Higher degrees of infrastructure are required for commercial uses compared to low-density residential uses; however, there may be opportunities to utilize onsite wastewater systems in lieu
of sewers for certain uses. “Big-box” retail centers do not qualify as neighborhood
commercial uses due to their tendency to serve a regional marketplace or trade area.
Goal
Provide for well-planned, appropriate neighborhood retail and service commercial
facilities to serve the residents of the County.
Objectives


Encourage neighborhood retail and service commercial facilities
within the cities where required sewer, water and road infrastructure
can be provided.



Where adequate infrastructure is provided in the unincorporated areas outside of the cities, locate neighborhood retail and service
commercial facilities within or close to established villages and
within the Village Expansion Areas.



Neighborhood commercial retail and service facilities may be considered in rural areas outside of the Village Expansion Areas if ade-
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quate, paved road networks access the site and the commercial use
is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.


Neighborhood commercial retail and service facilities should be
aesthetically pleasing and in harmony with their surroundings.

Regional
Fourteen sites have been identified as potential regional-based commercial, business, or industrial sites in the unincorporated area of the County. Each of these
areas has been selected because of its unique character, size, and proximity to a
major highway.
These sites are intended for more intensive land use such as commercial, business,
or industrial parks that have regional significance. These locations are not intended to compete with the cities. It should be recognized that these sites may lack important infrastructure, such as sewer and water for fire fighting purposes. These
sites will remain dormant until such services are provided to these areas. Since the
County does not have the resources to provide these services, these sites are dependent on the development community for their development at this time. Nevertheless, the County does encourage the development of these sites for regional
commercial and industrial development. These areas are shown on the Future
Land Use Plan categorized as short-term development potential and long-term development potential based on current Economic Development analysis regarding
the existence and potential availability of important infrastructure. However, if a
developer is willing to provide the required infrastructure, an area designated as
long-term could be developed in a shorter time frame. This potential needs to be
taken into consideration when any development is proposed in these areas.
Goal
Miami County should plan for commercial, business, or industrial land uses, which
have characteristics for regional significance in Miami County.
Objectives


Location criteria for commercial, business park and industrial development should include the following:
*
*

*
*

Limit uses to the areas shown on the Future Land Use
Plan.
Require access to an existing federal or state highway interchange or intersection to limit unnecessary vehicle
trips on County roads.
Encourage access via rail and/or the existing County airport.
Adequate road, water and sanitary infrastructure should
be provided at the developer’s expense.
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Encourage the formation of individual commercial and business/industrial parks in a clustered pattern. Discourage individual
isolated development along narrow strip land areas adjacent to
highways and/or roads.



Promote the assembling of small tracts to form large cohesive parcels allowing for planned commercial centers, business, or industrial parks to occur.



Encourage hotels and motels to locate in the cities.



Commercial development located in the Areas of Regional Significance should be those that benefit from close proximity to a highway or should be commercial uses that are regional in scale of operation or that have Countywide or larger markets.



Provide compatible transition from commercial, business or industrial areas to less intensive uses:
*

Encourage a mix of high and low intensity uses within a
development so that the low intensity uses can provide a
buffer between residential uses and high intensity commercial, business or industrial uses.

*

Promote the retention of existing natural vegetation and
provide additional trees, landscape materials, and earth
mounding to separate commercial, business, and industrial uses from less intensive uses such as residential or
agricultural development.

*

Require open space buffers when a development is adjacent to residentially zoned property.



Require industrial and business parks to be 25 acres or more in size.



Maintain established existing industrial development. Allow for the
formation, retention and expansion of existing industrial sites in the
County.



Require the management of stormwater for all projects.

Transportation
As part of the Comprehensive Plan process there should be ongoing discussion,
analysis and recommendation of a transportation planning element. The principal
objective is to provide the County with a long-range plan to guide future roadway
improvements in an orderly and efficient manner consistent with the Comprehensive Plan goals and objectives.
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The County has three existing documents addressing transportation:
•

Miami County Airport 1991 Master Plan Update

•

Miami County Comprehensive Transportation Plan, 1995

•

K-68 Corridor Management Plan, 2009

These documents present sound information and recommendations for the future.
The County should continue to carry out the programs and schedules for implementation within those plan recommendations. However, in that context, both the
Airport Master Plan and Comprehensive Transportation Plan should be reviewed
and updated periodically in order to adjust to ever-changing development issues.
These plans are used to develop the County’s annual Capital Improvement Plan.
Road and bridge improvement projects are implemented through the County’s
Capital Improvement Plan. This plan includes goals that the County strives to accomplish over a certain time period, usually five years. These goals include the
following:
1. Maintain the existing road and bridge network to protect existing investment.
2. Base future improvements on:
a) the approved County "grid" road network
b) existing arterial corridors
c) high volume gravel roads
3. Upgrade deficient bridges.
4. Address impacts in the areas surrounding cities.
5. Update the 1995 Comprehensive Transportation Plan.
These are sound goals that attempt to balance immediate traffic concerns, the
needs of the cities, and building out the planned, regional network of arterial and
collector roads outlined in the 1995 Comprehensive Transportation Plan.
Improved roads are directly related to growth and the County’s development pattern. There is often increased pressure to develop along or in close proximity to
improved roads without considering other development factors such as lack of
public sewers, the many quality of life issues related to sprawling development, the
County’s limited capacity to serve the cumulative effect of higher density developments, the cities’ concern for the unincorporated areas growing prematurely, etc.
This pressure to develop must be countered with the underlying reasons for supporting the cities and maintaining lower densities in the unincorporated areas of
the County. The adopted Future Land Use Plan of this Comprehensive Plan
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should be an underlying component of any future update to the 1995 Miami County Comprehensive Transportation Plan.
Related to both land use and transportation is the future development of K-68
Highway. The section of this highway between Paola and Louisburg is an integral
link between two of the larger cities in the County. This plan calls for a future
study of this section of K-68 Highway in order to plan for the various issues related to this state highway, including access and land use issues. 2009 Update: The
corridor study for K-68 Highway was completed from I-35 in Ottawa to State Line
Road east of Louisburg. City and County entities along the corridor maintain interlocal agreements with the Kansas Department of Transportation regarding the
Corridor Management Plan. 2013 Update: No amendments to the zoning and subdivision regulations are proposed. Building setbacks will be established from the
new right-of-way as acquired by KDOT, or the ultimate right-of-way as shown on
the 1995 Comprehensive Transportation Map, whichever is greater.
Goal
Miami County should strive to provide an efficient and safe highway and County
road transportation system.
Objectives


Protect, expand, and control access to the regional highway system
(State Route 68 and U.S. Routes 69 and 169) to provide safe, highspeed regional routes.



Provide adequate arterial and collector roads, including the provision of new paved arterials and collectors to serve County residents.



Ensure bridges are replaced or maintained and a network of paved
roads is created to meet the needs of County residents and County
businesses.

Goal
The road system should support the land use goals and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan.
Objectives


Coordinate development of existing and planned thoroughfare and
collector roads with each of the cities.



Enhance public safety through the use of common drives and internal access between compatible properties to minimize conflict
points and direct access off of public section line roads.
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Align driveway locations with existing or proposed driveways on
opposite sides of streets in commercial and industrial developments.



Align collector roads with major thoroughfares to form standard
four point intersections in order to limit the disruption of traffic
movement and facilitate signalization.



Provide for continuation of the internal road network from one subdivision to the next to maintain an integrated road network where
appropriate.



Obtain appropriate right-of-way areas from landowners and developers to meet standards established by the County to ensure future
expansion of the road network.



Maintain a public improvement program based upon a determination of relative urgency and available financial resources.



Determine major sources and expenditures of public revenue, including long range financial plans for the financing of public facilities and capital improvements, based upon a projection of the economic and fiscal activity of the community, both public and private.



Study K-68 Highway for its feasibility as an economic/commerce
corridor.

Airport
The Miami County Airport has potential to become a key component of the County’s economic base. As an Area of Regional Significance, the airport is targeted
for expansion on a regional level. Located between Paola and Osawatomie, the
airport provides central access to two of the County’s larger cities.
Goal
Support the Miami County Airport as a regional transportation hub and economic center.
Objectives


Provide infrastructure to the airport as
needs demand.
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Support and promote regional-based,
airport related commercial and industrial development if adequate infrastructure is provided.



Maintain the airport overlay zones as a way to protect both the airport and the properties surrounding the airport.

Economic Development
Miami County should be a primary facilitator in economic development so that the
County can begin to balance the tax base and create a more balanced economic
climate. The following goals and objectives guide Miami County’s economic development as it relates to the growth of employment opportunities and expansion
of the tax base in the County.
Goal
Miami County should seek to diversify and strengthen the base economy and expand the community's revenue generating capabilities.
Objectives


Target economic development programs to those quality economic
activities, which can capitalize upon Miami County's excellent location with respect to Douglas and Johnson Counties’ labor and job
pool strengths.



Provide economic incentives to new and expanding businesses.
Encourage the upgrading and improvement of the visual/physical
quality of plants and stores.



Coordinate industrial/vocational-training programs with an overall
business development plan to insure a ready and qualified labor
force.



Encourage a higher quality of development activity within the
County.



Plan and create opportunities for development of Areas of Regional
Significance, as shown on the Future Land Use Plan.



Continue to develop strategies to attract manufacturing sectors in
which the County has a competitive advantage.



Recognize the value of existing businesses and encourage these industries to grow and expand their operations.
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Assist and support farmers in broadening farm/business activities to include
specialized farms and agritourism.



Support the current Economic Development Strategic Plan approved by the
Economic Development Advisory Board.

Parks and Recreation
The Future Land Use Plan reflects the general consensus that the County should
not enter the park business at this time. The reasons for this include the following:
1. The County has state parks that act like County regional parks.
2. The low density of the County precludes the desire for parks.
3. The County’s limited financial resources could be better spent on
higher priority issues at this time.
4. Each city maintains a park system that serves the needs of their residents.
With these reasons stated, preserving natural resources is still an important planning goal. One of the best ways to do this is with parks, recreation areas, and open
spaces. The preservation of open space and natural features will enhance the character of the built environment, promote public health and safety, provide for outdoor recreation, and provide visual enjoyment. This will be accomplished, in part,
by requiring that a certain amount of open space be preserved as residential development occurs.

If the County and its residents find greater value in regional parks in the future,
then larger parks will help preserve natural features that become important to the
County.
While parks and recreation spaces can greatly add to the quality of life for County
residents, development of parks is not amongst the top priorities for the County to
pursue at this time. The County is still very rural and many residents live on large
lots and do not have the desire to travel to a park when they have room to roam in
their own backyard. Still, the County should evaluate establishing a system of
parks, recreation areas, and open space for the future as the County becomes more
urbanized.
Goal
Coordinate and support recreational development at Hillsdale Lake and other state
owned and operated lakes.
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Objectives


Provide road infrastructure to Hillsdale Lake as needs demand.



Encourage commercial development within the Areas of Regional
Significance that supports and provides environmental benefits to
Hillsdale Lake, its natural resources and wildlife habitats.

Goal
Plan for ultimately pursuing a fiscally responsible park system to benefit all residents of the County.
Objectives


Plan, acquire and develop linear parks and trail systems within the
100-year floodplains of the major rivers and creeks.



Encourage private developers to actively contribute to a park, recreation area, and open space system.



Encourage the use of easements across private property for trails
and open spaces.



Encourage donation of private property to the County with the strict
intent to develop the land as a park or recreation area.

Goal
New development should create a balance between natural and manmade environments to preserve and protect natural features while at the same time allowing
new development, thus creating unique neighborhoods and living environments.
Objectives


Preserve, as much as possible, the natural attributes of both the
floodplain and floodway to avoid loss of life and property while
providing open space.



Encourage the preservation and restoration of significant stands of
trees, grasslands, wetlands, stream banks and environmentally sensitive areas as part of a passive use open space system. Allow low
intensity agricultural production including sod farms, tree farms,
and nursery stock in floodplain open space areas.
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Avoid duplication of recreation services and facilities between the
cities and the County.



Encourage development and expansion of public and private park,
recreation and open space facilities that are regional in scope.



Protect surface water resources from contamination and reduce pollutants from reaching water supply lakes.



Use clustered development to preserve open space.



Develop unique agency partnerships to provide a wide array of facilities and services to the citizens of Miami County.

Agency Support
Several agencies in the County work to enhance the natural and built environment.
Two of the more recognizable agencies are Miami County Conservation District
and Lake Region Resource Conservation and Development Council (Lake Region
RC&D).
The Miami County Conservation District administers conservation programs designed to enable local entities and individuals to protect and enhance Kansas´ natural resources. The Miami County Conservation District works with the Kansas
State Conservation Commission and grants from the State Water Plan to administer several cost-sharing programs aimed at providing financial incentives to landowners to apply enduring conservation practices that reduce soil erosion and
improve water quality and water conservation. The District gives priority to practices implemented in the Hillsdale Lake drainage basin and is a strong supporter in
the protection of Hillsdale Lake and its watershed.

Improve the quality of water in Hillsdale Lake and its tributaries.
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The mission of the Lake Region RC&D is “to plan and initiate leadership and education to assist communities to develop local goals and objectives for managing
economic growth and improving the quality of land, water and life.” Some of the
Lake Region RC&D’s purposes include promoting conservation, development and
the use of natural resources; improving the general level of economic activity; and
enhancing the environment and standard of living in communities.
In 2002, the Kansas Department of Health and Environment approved a Watershed
Restoration and Protection Survey (WRAPS) for the Marais des Cygnes Basin,
created through public input throughout the 13 counties that have portions or are
all-inclusive in the Basin, such as Miami County. Through multiple public participation opportunities, Marais des Cygnes Basin residents identified watershed restoration and protection goals for the basin.
The importance of water quality has been emphasized by the community support
for WRAPS. Community members are encouraged to work together to develop
goals to maintain an important and viable drinking water source for the future. It
is important to continue supporting and collaborating to complete these goals
throughout the county, Hillsdale Watershed and Marais des Cygnes Basin. The
Miami County Conservation District and Lake Region Resource Conservation and
Development Council members all work to encourage the use of the best available
land practices by all property owners. The agencies strive to develop partnerships
among communities and individuals to achieve improved water quality and restore
and preserve the watershed's features to reduce the amount of nonpoint source pollutants from entering Hillsdale Lake and streams in the Marais des Cygnes Basin.
Educational efforts include community meetings, tours of demonstration practice
sites, programs for youths and adults, plus seminars for landowners, developers
and municipalities. The agencies are able to offer financial assistance to landowners willing to implement demonstration practices. In return, landowners are asked
to meet with tour groups and monitor the practice’s impact. Together, the agencies
have coordinated the installation of more than $2 million worth of pollution control practices within the Hillsdale Lake watershed.
Goal
Support the efforts of the Lake Region Resource Conservation and Development
Council and the Miami County Conservation District to the highest extent possible.
Objectives


Provide mapping and data resources to the agencies to the extent
that it does not burden the County staff’s daily functions.
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Support the agencies’ public relations efforts whenever feasible.



Provide the agencies an opportunity to comment on land development projects that might affect Hillsdale Lake and Marais des Cygnes watersheds or other critical habitat.
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A Solid Foundation - A Dynamic Future!

Chapter 5
Future Land Use Categories
The most visible part of a Comprehensive Plan is its Future Land Use Plan. Found
in Appendix 1, the plan graphically depicts the goals, objectives and policies of
this Comprehensive Plan. The land use designations reflected on the Future Land
Use Plan are explained below.
Future Land Use Categories
Rural Agricultural

Primary uses are agricultural and residential development on clustered or standard
lots at a density less than or equal to one
dwelling unit per 20 acres.

Rural Residential

Primary uses are agricultural and residential development on clustered or standard
lots at a density less than or equal to one
dwelling unit per 10-15 acres.

Village Expansion Areas

Areas surrounding and related to existing
development in the villages of Bucyrus,
Hillsdale and Wagstaff. Primary uses include neighborhood commercial development and residential development at
densities greater than one dwelling unit
per one acre where sewer and other infrastructure services can be provided.

Village

Existing communities that have been developed to a suburban or urban density.
Infill development may be allowed within
the guidelines and restrictions established
by the Zoning Regulations.

Areas of Regional Significance

Areas designated for regional-based
commercial, business, or industrial sites.

Parks

Areas where the County may develop linear parks in the future.

Floodplain

Areas subject to the 100-year flood and
limited in development potential.
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FUTURE LAND USE CATEGORIES EXPLAINED
The future land use categories should not be confused with the zoning districts established in the Miami County, Kansas Zoning Regulations. These future land use
categories establish a broad range of densities and recommended uses that reflect
the goals, objectives and policies of this plan. Any proposed use in an area designated a particular land use category must still meet the regulations of the Miami
County, Kansas Zoning Regulations and the Miami County, Kansas Subdivision
Regulations. The future land use categories are meant to guide developers, the
public and elected officials in determining compatible land uses in a particular area
of the County. They work hand-in-hand with the goals and objectives of this plan.
Rural Agricultural
The primary uses in the Rural Agricultural category include agriculture and lowdensity (20-acre) residential development. This designation allows residential development at a density no greater than one dwelling unit per 20 acres. Development of 2-acre to 5-acre “clustered” lots at a density of one unit per 20 acres is encouraged in order to preserve farmland and open space until such time as a city
incorporates the property and can provide urban infrastructure and services.
Secondary uses include limited neighborhood commercial development and public
utility facilities. Commercial development should be limited to those areas where
adequate road infrastructure is provided and where the proposed use will not conflict with the primary uses of this category.
The following uses are permitted and are subject to zoning, subdivision regulations, and other applicable County codes.
•

Agricultural and farming activities

•

Buildings and structures required to support agricultural and farming activities

•

Single family detached dwellings and their accessory structures

•

Home occupations

•

Schools and Churches

•

Public parks and other civic uses

•

Public utilities where negative impacts can be mitigated

•

Limited neighborhood commercial uses where the policies of this plan are
met
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Rural Residential
The primary uses in the Rural Residential category include agriculture and lowdensity (10-15 acre) residential development. This designation allows residential
development at a density no greater than one dwelling unit per 10 acres depending
on the subdivision type proposed. Development of 2-acre to 5-acre “clustered” lots
at a density of one unit per 10-15 acres is encouraged in order to preserve farmland
and open space until such time as a city incorporates the property and can provide
urban infrastructure and services.
Secondary uses include limited neighborhood commercial development and public
utility facilities. Commercial development should be limited to those areas where
adequate road infrastructure is provided and where the proposed use will not conflict with the primary uses of this category.
The following uses are permitted and are subject to zoning, subdivision regulations, and other applicable County codes.
•

Agricultural and farming activities

•

Buildings and structures required to support agricultural and farming activities

•

Single family detached dwellings and their accessory structures

•

Home occupations

•

Schools and Churches

•

Public parks and other civic uses

•

Public utilities where negative impacts can be mitigated

•

Limited neighborhood commercial uses where the policies of this plan are
met

Village Expansion Areas
The primary uses in the Village Expansion Areas include those uses that can be
served by a public sewer system, including residential densities greater than one
unit per one acre; institutional uses such as schools, hospitals, group care facilities,
etc.; and neighborhood commercial and industrial uses.
The following uses are permitted and are subject to zoning, subdivision regulations, and other applicable County codes.
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•

Single family detached dwellings and their accessory structures

•

Home occupations

•

Schools and Churches

•

Public parks and other civic uses

•

Neighborhood commercial and industrial uses where the policies of this
plan are met

•

Public utilities where negative impacts can be mitigated

The boundaries of the Village Expansion Areas, as shown on the Future Land Use
Plan, are meant to be “fuzzy” in nature. The areas shown are based loosely on the
surrounding watershed and the opportunity to pump sewage a feasible distance to
the existing sewer treatment system. Development within these areas is subject to
the availability of road, sewer and other utility infrastructure that can support such.
If adequate infrastructure is not provided, then these properties should develop at
residential densities of less than one dwelling unit per 10 acres.

Villages
Villages include those existing areas of development that have historical significance and may or may not be served by sanitary sewers. Aside from the Village
Expansion Areas, these areas are not able to expand due to the lack of infrastructure, but existing lots and structures should be recognized for their value to the sustainability of the village.
The following uses are permitted and are subject to zoning, subdivision regulations, and other applicable County codes.
•

Single family detached dwellings and their accessory structures

•

Home occupations

•

Schools and Churches

•

Public parks and other civic uses

•

Limited neighborhood commercial serving the immediate residential area
where the policies of this plan are met

•

Public utilities where negative impacts can be mitigated
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Areas of Regional Significance
These sites are intended for more intensive land use such as commercial, business,
or industrial parks that have regional significance. They were selected due to their
proximity to existing and planned infrastructure.
Areas of Regional Significance are depicted as targets on the Future Land Use Plan
map, rather than being defined by specific parcels. There is no delineated limit on
the map to the extent of each area. The geographic limits of each Area of Regional
Significance will vary depending upon the characteristics of each location.
Whether or not a specific parcel is considered to be within an Area of Regional
Significance is determined by an evaluation conducted as part of the normal planning process for land development applications.
The following uses are permitted subject to zoning, subdivision regulations, and
other applicable County codes.
Commercial
 Banks, financial institutions
 Office parks
 Regional retail sales, including “big box” uses
 Highway-oriented commercial services
 Public facilities
Business Parks
 Laboratories
 Offices and professional services
 Printing and publishing
 Limited Manufacturing
 Warehousing / Distribution
 Public facilities
Industrial
 Manufacturing, fabricating or assembly
 Warehousing / Distribution
 Public and private utilities
 Trucking-related facilities
 Building construction services
 Public facilities
Parks
The Future Land Use Plan designates the state operated parks as the main regional
parks in the County. Based on detailed discussions with County leaders and the
public, there is value in at least depicting a linear park system, even if the County
has little intention of developing such a park system in the near or distant future. If
the County’s and public’s values change in the future, linear parks are a preferred
choice in the public’s eye and these parks take advantage of the many natural waterways in the County. This linear park system has been prioritized by designating
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the sections between the cities as primary links to develop if the County ever does
begin to acquire and develop parks. This provides connectivity between and for
the majority of the County residents. The secondary system includes those sections that might some day link the County to its neighboring counties. The land
designated for potential linear park use should be preserved for rural character
preservation and for potential recreational use.

Floodplain
The floodplains shown on the Future Land Use Plan are intended to be protected
lands. The County is fortunate to have many miles of floodplain that will preserve
the rural, open character of the County almost by default. The County’s current
regulations restrict development in these floodplains for the safety and well being
of individuals and property but these areas also provide opportunity for the development of linear trails in the future if the County does ever develop County parks.
The park system noted above would, for the most part, be developed within the
floodplain through acquiring easements and accepting dedications and donations
for such. Only a small portion of the floodplain would actually be needed for trail
development. The remainder of the floodplain would remain protected through the
floodplain regulations.
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A Solid Foundation - A Dynamic Future!

Chapter 6
Making it Happen – Implementation
The Comprehensive Plan seeks to promote vibrant communities while preserving
the rural atmosphere that makes Miami County unique. The plan’s elements reflect the character desired by the County’s residents, while the policies and implementation tools guide future land use and transportation decisions.
An important part of this plan is not only implementing its many goals and policies, but also monitoring its progress. This can be accomplished by tracking the
Agenda for Action outlined below as well as benchmarking certain elements over
time to determine if trends indicate progress in accomplishing the Plan’s goals.
If this plan is successful the balance of population in the County should shift more
to the cities, as higher density development takes hold in the cities. Tracking this
trend is one way the County will benchmark the success and progress of this plan.
Another way to benchmark the plan’s success is based on when and how the Areas
of Regional Significance develop, which will help balance the tax base.
This Agenda for Action identifies short- and long- term measures that can be undertaken to implement the policies in the Comprehensive Plan (See the table below
– Five Year Agenda for Action). The table is organized as follows:

Action

Lists the actions necessary to carry out the vision of
the Comprehensive Plan.

Description

Describes the intent of the action.

Timeline

Establishes when the action should be implemented
and over what time period it should be completed
within.

Responsible Department

Lists the department or agency responsible for implementing the action.

Implementation Method

Describes what action the responsible department
will take in order to make the action a reality.
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Five Year Agenda for Action
Timeline for
Adoption

Coordinate with
cities on development issues

Continue
coordinating
growth issues
with cities

Revise regulations
to reflect Plan

Revise the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
to be compatible
with the Plan
Develop an
annexation policy
that addresses
County islands
and other issues
Revise the 1995
Comprehensive
Transportation
Plan
Planning
Commission
review of Plan on
annual basis

Create Annexation Policy

Revise
Comprehensive
Transportation
Plan
Monitor and
Update
Comprehensive
Plan on Annual
Basis

Study Impact
from BNSF Intermodal Facility

Committee
formed to develop
strategies for
potential
commercial
and/or
residential uses
due to peripheral
impacts from this
facility.

Responsible
Department

Implementation
Method

County Planning, Engineering and Economic
Development
Departments;
Cities
Planning

Semi-annual
coordination meetings

County
Administration,
Planning and
Engineering;
cities
Engineering,
Road and
Bridge, Planning
Planning

Resolution of the
BOCC

Planning,
Engineering,
and Economic
Development

Report and public
hearing by the Planning Commission

2014
2015
2016

Description

2012
2013

Action
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Text amendment via
public hearing process
as necessary

Engineering and
Planning study with
public involvement
Report and public
hearing by the Planning Commission
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APPENDIX 1
Future Land Use Plan
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APPENDIX 2
Miami County School District Map
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APPENDIX 3
Miami County Emergency Medical
Services District Map
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APPENDIX 4
Miami County Water District Map
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APPENDIX 5
Miami County Fire District Map
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